Resampling-based similarity measures for high-dimensional data.
An important issue in classification is the assessment of sample similarity. This is nontrivial in high-dimensional or megavariate datasets--datasets that are comprised of simultaneous measurements on thousands of features, many of which carry little or no information regarding consistent sample differences. Conventional similarity measures do not work particularly well for such data. As an alternative, we propose a distance measure that is based on a refiltering process: at each step of the process a random subset of features is selected and a cluster analysis is performed using only this subset; the relative frequency with which a pair of samples clusters together across several such random subsets forms the similarity measure. The features chosen at any step may be completely random or enriched by awarding the more informative features a higher chance of selection; this enrichment turns out to be particularly effective. We use actual datasets from the burgeoning genomics literature to demonstrate the superior performance of this similarity measure, especially the enriched form of the similarity measure, compared to more conventional measures such as Euclidean distance or correlation, or, if the data are categorical, Hamming distance.